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MEETING SUMMARY 

Project: I-80/I-380 Systems Interchange 

Subject: Iowa DOT Bridge 3D Model Informational Meeting 

Date: Thursday May 31, 2018; 1:00-2:30 pm 

Location: Ames, Iowa - East and West Materials Conference Rooms 

Attendees:  See sign-in sheet   

 

1. INTRODUCTIONS 

• Ahmad Abu-Hawash noted this is a pilot project. The purpose is to determine the usability, benefits, and 

constraints of using a 3D Building Information Model (BIM) for bridge construction. The DOT will be looking 

for feedback from the Contractor throughout the construction project.  

2. OVERVIEW OF 3D MODEL 

• Todd and Grant (HDR) provided an overview of modeling tools and items in the model. 

• An overview video will be provided. The video covers the intro and tools that were covered at the 
meeting. 

• Set-up and tools were shown and discussed (refer to video). 

• Sometimes with views, does not always turn off level, need to force an update. Zoom in and 
out and it forces an update of the view (or “refresh”). 

• Element selection and information: 

• “sf” is survey feet and not square feet. Footing volume info is in inches cubed. 

• Can copy and paste into a spreadsheet (such as pile data). 

• Can search info (such as bar type). 

• Bentley View Help provides more information on use of the tools.  

• Navigation of model 

• Markers/flags shown in the model are links to attached PDFs, spreadsheets, and other 
information. Model attachments are proposed to supersede the model. This is explained in 
a Special Provision that will be released with the advertisement. 

• Suggestion of turning on all snaps, except “nearest”, before beginning to look at the model. 

• The bill of bars has already been generated. 

• Showed DOT Contracts homepage and accessing the file, software, etc. Showed list of multiple 
files that are attached to the model. Don’t need to open the model to view the attachments. 
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3. COMMENTS/QUESTIONS WITH CLARIFICATIONS 

• A Special Provision (SP) will explain the hierarchy… attachments will supersede the model. At 

advertisement, there will be a 31 sheet plan set that goes with the model (quantities, notes, etc.). The plan 

sheets do not include all the information needed to build the bridge; use of the 3D model is needed to build 

the bridge. 

• What to build to: 

• Everything in the model is elevationally and spatially correct (except for “information only” elements 

such as utilities, etc.), but the model does not include everything. This will be further explained in 

the SP. 

• Cutting sections and dimensioning to provide information to field staff (it was noted that the steel tiers will 

not have tablets… they use paper plans). Contractors would create needed sheets/information from the 

model. This may include the need to illustrate dimensions. The model was created with ProStructures; it 

was noted that ProStructures can more easily create sections and show dimensioning. 

• Items are not automatically dimensioned? That is correct, contractor would need to pull-off and make own 

plan sheets using dimension tools to show dimensions. 

• As-builts: Bridge office noted the Contractor won’t need to provide as-builts in the 3D model system. 

• Quantities are provided, since not possible to completely pull all the quantities off the 3D model. 

• Conditional information such as borings, existing ground surface/terrain, interim surface, etc., is in model for 

information only. Refer to SP. 

• For utilities, utility owner and type; drawn as an arbitrary 10’ depth/ribbon since don’t have depth info.  

Utilities are not referenced in (locations are as of several months ago; still need to use One Call). Utility 

relocations are on-going.  See SP. 

• Does model selection of elements depict location of construction joints? Example of footing concrete shown 

with wingwall… is it considered a monolithic pour?  No, the model does not depict location of all expected 

construction joints. For example, the model does not breakout the deck pours. Attachments to the model 

provide this information.   

• Training video to be posted to DOT Contracts home page in the next week or so. Minutes will be posted 

within two weeks. 

• Can’t entirely rely on model to build the bridge; not all of the information is in the model.  Have to use the 

information attached to the model in addition to the model. Concern was noted regarding having several 

documents and plan sheets that will override the 3D model, and keeping track of what information 

supersedes the model (“what is supposed to be looked at”). 

• What does As-built look like with a 3D model?  DOT is administering and inspecting this project. The DOT is 

assessing As-built information needs and how that will be addressed. 

• Can extra bid time be given? Yes, this project will be advertised with other July letting projects, but the 

letting for this one is being moved to a special July 31st letting to allow two additional weeks of preparation. 
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• BidX being used to bid. After advertisement, all questions to go through Office of Contracts, as always. 

• Questions on navigation of the model (software only questions) can go to Annette Jeffers before 

advertisement. Bentley can also respond to questions on use of tools. Annette noted that Bentley has made 

their support staff aware of this project… if the contractor notes their software questions relate to this 

project, the Contractor should not need a Bentley account to access Bentley help.  

• Can the DOT advertise sooner (while keeping the special letting date)? Linda Narigon noted this is not 

likely, because several elements are still being pulled together including some additional special provisions. 

Linda Narigon will inquire with Office of Contracts. 

• If there are pre-advertisement FAQs and/or other questions that are not simple modeling tool related 

questions, the DOT will add these to the Contracts homepage. 

• Can it be assumed that the model provided on the Contracts home page for this 3D model informational 

meeting is the model that will be included in the Advertisement for Bid package? No, however, major 

changes are not expected. 

• Discussion about moving utilities (noted one utility goes through proposed pile system). DOT noted that 

electrical for interchange lighting, which is DOT electrical, can’t be moved until some initial grading is 

done... that should be clear in the contract documents that will be advertised in mid-June. 

• What does contractor do with the model? Do they hand it over to contractor surveyor and say stake it and 

build it? Ahmad noted this is a pilot project and will be a collaborative effort that DOT will work along with 

the Contractor on. 

• What if contractor uses software wrong, such as snapping on the wrong item or in the wrong location when 

getting dimensions or pulling out information… gets something other than what they think they are pulling? 

Steve Maifield noted there are two other bridge designs that will include standard 2D plans plus the 3D 

models, and these designs have very similar footings and piling… The Contractor could look at these other 

designs to get a feel for if the information they are pulling from the model is in the expected range. 


